Yes, we should have recorded our conversation earlier
no more question marks
back in speechless clickering
you understand my fragments
is it my choice or yours
the space in between
fuck abstraction
We were connecting over the feeling that violence is
the only way out, but eating burgers around the corner it
was dawning that she was talking about revenge and he was
talking about chopping off Putins head, real fear is the
only way and I was again envisioning blowing up Galeria
Kaufhof, loving the thought of reading about it in the
paper the next day drinking cappuccino, three men
suspected and I order another one and when I later say
that it was me everyone thinks that’s funny
and again the helpless act .
longing for clear edges between so many
water in a box, I’m searching for cigarettes uncomfortable
with the thought that I might not actually like my brother.
I tell you the story
you understand again
just on the subway you thought
we share air
Doing something to do something else again and I don’t like
cats although am not sure what that says about me and my
childhood and maybe I just don’t like my brother.
I am searching for cigarettes and you tell me that I should
have fun with this
a thought, an observation, a sentiment
a conversation to know its real
the memory of that conversation in pieces
A new state
Tonsillitis keeps you busy for a few weeks
the memory fades
new plans
doing something to do something
the sentiment of doom is freeing
sharing air
no more question marks
sharing information while using resources
the more information is shared the more resources are used up
the sooner its coming
freeing
in language prison searching for cigarettes
again dreams of breaking out of the spiral

now
how
no more question marks
love in dialogue
intangible truth no adjective for pathos is English again,
language prison unless you record it more resources faster the
end
enjoying the thought ride
thank you
Speechless clickering
it’s not about us but the space in between
at the brink
for what
again
are you serious
please just stop
please just talk
yes tomorrow will be great
looking forward
we’ll be west

